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ABSTRACT 
Suppose A is an n X n matrix with real entries. We are concerned with the 
following question. When is A a product of M-matrices and inverses of M-matrices? 
First, some general results are elaborated. Then four special classes of matrices are 
investigated. For two of these classes, our considerations involve the determination 
when A is a product of M-matrices from these classes. The role of the exponential 
function for these classes is noted, and a conjecture is posed for a commuting class of 
M-matrices. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose A is an n X n matrix over the field of real numbers. If A can be 
expressed in the form A = aI - B where B is a nonnegative matrix and 
LX 2 p(B), the spectral radius of B, then A is called an M-matrix. This class of 
matrices was introduced by A. M. Ostrowski [q, and has been much studied 
(see [I, 31). 
We shall investigate special classes of matrices which are finite products of 
invertible M-matrices, or equivalently, finite products of inverses of M-matrices. 
Before we specify these classes, we shall first introduce some notation and 
present a series of preliminary results and observations. If A has nonnegative 
entries, we write A > 0. 9R, wiIl denote the class of invertible M-matrices of 
order n, and 9lL; ’ is the class of inverses of M-matrices of order n, which we 
shall call the class of inverse M-matrices. 
If A is a product of inverse M-matrices, then we write A E II. More 
generally, if S denotes a class of n X n matrices, then III, denotes the set of 
finite products of elements of S. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Fiedler and Ptak [3]). Suppose A is a real n x n matrix 
with nonpositiue offdiugonul entries. The following statements are equiua- 
lent: 
(1) A E ‘9,“. 
(2) All the principal minors of A are positiue. 
(3) There exist lower and upper triangular matrices L and U, each in ‘?X,, 
so thutA=LUorA=UL. 
(4) AD is strktly diagonally dominant for some positive diagonal 
matrix D. 
Now we state some preliminary results for elements of II, which can be 
easily obtained. 
An elementary matrix which is an inverse of an M-matrix is called an 
ekmenta~ inverse matrix. These are the followiiig: 
‘ii 0.1) 
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and 
1 0 
1 
aij ... 1 
,) . . . 0 . . . 0 ..: 1 
= Z + aijEij, if j, (1.2) 
where Ei j is the n X n matrix with 1 in the (i, j) position and zeros elsewhere, 
and aij > 0. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose A is a lower-triangular nonmgative n X n matrix 
with a positive muin diagonal. Then A i.s a product of elementary inverse 
m&ices. 
Proof. We assume, without Ioss of generality, that the diagonal entries of 
A are all equal to 1. Now note that 
0 
I 
I \ 
. . . 
a31 a32 1 . . . 0 
e................ 
0 0 0 *** 1 
( 1 0 *** 0 0’ 
0 1 ... 0 0 
X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ... 1 0 
a ?ll a n2 ... a n,n-1 1 
Each factor on the right-hand side of (3) can be decomposed as 
(1.3) 
I 1 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 
. . * * * *....*.....a a..,..... 
ajl ... a. I,j-1 l ‘.’ 0 
. . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
( 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 1 ! 
=(Z+ajlEjl)(Z+ajzEj2)...(Z+aj,j-1Ej,j-1). (1.4) 
The proof of the lemma is now complete. H 
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With this lemma, we can now state the following characterization. 
THEOREM 1.2 [2]. Suppose A is a real n X n matrix. The following 
statements are equiuaknt: 
(1) A is an element of II. 
(2) A = 17ik,lLitJ, where each L, E %;‘, CJ E 9ll,,‘, and Li is bwer-tri- 
angular and Vi is upper-triangular. 
(3) A is a product of elementary inverse matrices. 
A necessary condition for a matrix to be in II, the Hadamard property, is 
stated next. 
THEOREM 1.3 [2]. Suppose A E Hmntnl. Then 
detA< fiaii. 
i-l 
(1.5) 
Proof. If B is an M-matrix, it is easy to prove that both B and B - ’ satisfy 
the Hadamard property (1.5). 
AssumeA=B,.. . B,, with Bi E 9ll/,‘. Now 
det A = fi det Bi 
i-l 
k 
Q ,Fr (product of diagonal elements of Bi ) 
which completes the proof. ??
We shall take a closer look later at those matrices in II for which equality 
holds in (1.5). 
The converse of Theorem 1.3 does not follow. For example, the matrix 
(1.6) 
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is positive definite, so clearly det A < l-l:= ia ii. It is also equally clear that A is 
not a product of inverse M-matrices, if one applies (3) of Theorem 1.2, since 
no row (or column) can be used to “reduce” A to a matrix remaining in ll 
because of the configuration of zero elements in A. 
Let us define, for A E II,, 1, the Hadarnurd ratio 
%(A)=+. (1.7) 
We note first the 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Zf A = BC where A, B, C E II,,l, then R(A) G 
R( B)R(C), and equulity holds if and only if biicii = 0 for all pairs (i, j) with 
i f j. 
Proof Let A = BC. Then 
f@)+L det Bdet C 
ilJraii jfi1 ( i bijcji) 
j=l 
det Bdet C = 
ifir [ biicii + C bijcji 
6 R(B)R(C). 
j*i I 
It is clear that equality holds if and only if biicji = 0 for all pairs (4 j) 
whenever i * j. ??
The classes of finite products of M-matrices or inverses of M-matrices with 
which we shall be concerned in this paper can be categorized as follows: 
I. The class of matrices in II,, I with R(A) = 1. 
II. Certain families of nonsymmetric commuting matrices in IInn, and 
II% 
Specifically, we shall study here the class of n X n upper triangular 
Toeplitz matrices in III,, I and the class of circulant matrices in IISm3. For 
the latter case, we show that whether a 3 X 3 circulant matrix is in this class 
can be completely determined from its spectral configuration. 
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III. The class of commuting symmetric matrices in III,,. 
The study of matrices in the class I is algebraic in nature and is done in 
Section 2. The study of matrices in classes II and III, which is analytic in 
nature and which is done in Sections 3-5, requires that for each of the classes 
under consideration we establish that if a matrix A belongs to the topological 
closure of that class, then 
A = eB 
for some singular M-matrix B. 
We close the paper with Section 6, where further comments are presented 
and where a conjecture which arises from our results in Sections 3 through 5 
is stated. 
2. THE CLASS I-Is 
Suppose that A E II 1. From (1.5) of Theorem 1.3 it follows that the 
Hadamard ratio of A satzf;es . . 
R(A) d 1. 
Let us recall that an example was given to show that, in general, a nonnega- 
tive matrix which satisfies the Hadamard property need not be in II,, I. We 
note, however, that if A is an elementary inverse matrix or, more generally, a 
nonnegative triangular matrix (and therefore a product of elementary inverses 
by Lemma Ll), then 
R(A) = 1. 
This observation motivates our consideration of the class of n X n matrices 
I& = {A E II%;+(A) = l}. 
Since for any positive diagonal matrix D and for any A E IIn we have 
AD E III,, it is clear that, without loss of generality, we can restrict our 
attention to the elements of IIR with unit diagonal entries. 
LEMMA 2.1. A necessa y and suffuient condition fbr a matrix A to be in 
IIR is thut A has a reprmentution 
A=BC (2.0 
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with B = ( bi j) and C = ( ci j) in I-i, and with 
C*oB=D, (2.2) 
where D is a diagonal matrix, and 0 denotes the Hadumard product. 
Proof. Assume first that A E lIR. The necessity of the conditions (2.1) 
and (2.2) follows by setting B = A and C = 1. Suppose then that (2.1) and 
(2.2) hold for the n X n matrix A. Clearly A E II,,l. Next, because of (2.2), 
bijcji = 0 
for all i * j and 1~ i, j< n, so that 
R(A) = R( B)R(C) = 1 
by Proposition 1.1. W 
Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 1.1 lead us to the following result on the 
combinatorial structure of the matrices in II,. 
THEOREM 2.1. A matrix A is in IIR if and only if A has a factorization 
A=lfil(z+wjEil,k,) (2.3) 
such that for tw p indices, p > 2, is it the case that 
j&,...,& arefiom 1,2,...,s 
and 
k, = i,, k,= ij3,..., k,= ijl. (2.4) 
Proof. If A E II,, then in particular, by Theorem 1.2, A is a product of, 
say, s elementary inverses 
A= I? (I+ wkEk,.i,)' 
j-l 
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If s = 1, there is nothing to prove. Suppose that s > 1. Then for any 2 d p Q s, 
The condition (2.4) follows now by Proposition 1.1. Conversely, if A has the 
factorization (2.3), and (2.4) holds, then A E IIR by Lemma 2.1. This com- 
pletes the proof. ??
Theorem 2.2 and, in particular, the condition (2.4) have the implication 
that at least one offdiagonal entry of each A E IIR is zero. Let 
49 
denote the number of zero off-diagonal entries. Then 1 is a sharp lower bound 
on n(A) for A E IIR, as the following n X n Toeplitz matrix demonstrates: 
’ 1 1 . . . 1 0’ 
1 1 . . . 1 1 
A= 2 1 . . . 1 1 . 
. . . . * . 
n-l n-2 **. 1 1 
In fact, A has the factorization into elementary inverses given by 
A=(Z+E,,,)(Z+E,-,,.)(Z+E,,.-,)(Z+E,,.-,)...(Z+E,-,,.-,) 
x(Z+E,,,)(Z+E,-,,.)(Z+E,,,-,)... 
x(Z+E,-,,,-,)...(z+E,,l). 
We wish to raise here the following question: How should an algorithm be 
constructed so that given a matrix A E IIs, the algorithm wilI factorize A into 
a product of elementary inverses of M-matrices? Aside from the theoretical 
interest in this problem, we are motivated in raising it by an observation 
made in [6] which indicates that the computation of A-’ by the reduction of 
A to echelon form, via a finite sequence of major steps in which each of the 
current arrays is nonnegative, is numericaUy stable in the sense that the 
entries of A-‘, the computed inverse of A, will not grow excessively in 
comparison with the exact inverse. In this connection we have examined the 
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following conjectures on IIn, which were thought to be of a practical value to 
the formulation of such an algorithm in case they proved to be valid. 
CONJECTURE 2.1. If A E IIR and for some pair of distinct indices 1 G i, k 
< n, 
A( Z - wEik) > 0, w > 0, 
with the Hadamard ratio 
R( A( Z - WE+)) = 1, 
then 
A(Z-wE&IIR. 
The falsehood of the above conjecture can be deduced from the following 
sequence of elementary operations on the matrix A which is in IIR (n = 4). 
As can be observed, the only elementary M-matrices of type 2 which can be 
applied to Z3 and which will leave B nonnegative are those which subtract in 
the correct magnitude a multiple of first column from the third column or a 
multiple of the first row from the third row. However, in eliminating, say, the 
(1,3)-entry we shall necessarily introduce a zero diagonal entry into the 
(3,3)-entry, thus taking the resulting matrix out of the class III,. 
The above example and arguments can serve to negate also the following 
weaker conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 2.2. If A E III, and for some pair of distinct indices 1~ i, 
k<n, 
A( Z - wEiJ < 0, w>o 
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R( A( I - wEik)) = 1 
then 
A( Z - wEik) E I&. 
The fact that both Conjectures 2.1 and 2.2 are false points out the 
difficulty in constructing an algorithm for obtaining a factorization, in particu- 
lar, into a finite product of elementary inverses of M-matrices for the elements 
of rrn. 
3. THE CLASS T,, n %,, 
Denote by T,, the class of all real n X n upper triangular Toeplitz matrices 
(see [5, p. 99]), and by T,C’) the subclass of T, which has all diagonal entries 
equal to 1. Let II,,u be the set of all finite products of matrices in 
‘Xi ’ n T,‘l), with &:I, the closure of Ifri~. 
We note here that T, is clearly identical with the class of all matrices of 
the form c, Z + C~:rk,Z’, where the cI’s are real and 
lo 1 0 0 ‘.. 0 
Z 
0 0 1 0 *** 0 
= d.‘o’..*./ .6...o”.i 
,o 0 .** 0 0 0 
Thus Z”=O. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A E T,. Then there exists a m&ix B E T, for which 
e * = A if and only if the diagonal entries of A are positive. 
Furthermore, this matrix B is unique. 
Proof. Let BET,,B=&Z+&Z+ s-e +&_,Z”-‘. Then eB has the 
positive eigenvalue eflo with multiplicity n. Thus positivity of the diagonal 
entries of A is necessary for the existence of such a matrix B. 
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Conversely, for A = a,Z + a,Z + . . * + a, _ ,Z” - ‘, let a0 > 0. Define the 
polynomial 
n-1 
q+ - c A$‘* 
i=l aO 
Let t satisfy 0 < t < 1. Then there exists an r > 0 such that l&x)] G t for all 
x E [ - r, r ] and the expansion 
(34 
is valid for r E [r, - r]. 
If we denote the right-hand side of (3.1) as U(x), we have e - v(x) = l- 
e(x). Since 0 E (- r, r) is an eigenvalue of Z of multiplicity n, we have 
e-“(Z)=1-8(Z)=(l/cuo)A. Consequently, A=aoe-“(Z)=eB for B= 
(log cu,)Z - U(Z). 
For uniqueness, let Z?,, B, be matrices in T, satisfying es1 = e*z. Now, 
since B, and Z?, are commutative, we get e*l- B2 = 1. 
Denote for a moment X = B,- B,, so that ex= 1. If X = yoZ+ y,Z 
+ *.. +y,_,zn-‘, we have ey” = 1, and since y. is real, it follows that 
y. = 0. Hence X is nilpotent and 
[ 
1 1 -X”-a . O=eX-Z=X Z+zX+ a.. + (n_l)! 1 
Since the matrix in the brackets is nonsingular (all of its eigenvalues are equal 
to l), it follows that X = 0. ??
REMARK. Observe that the matrix B, which we can caIl a logarithm of A 
(i.e. B = log A), is a continuous function of A in Z’,(l). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A E TA’). Then A E nri~ if and only if log A is 
nonnegative and singular. 
Pmof. Assume first that A E I&U), i.e. A = BIB2 . . . 
9R,,1,i=l,..., 
I$, with Bi E T,(l) n 
s. Thus, Bid ’ = Z -~:lla~)Zj, where oy) > 0 for j= 1,. . . , 
n-l andi=l,...,s. 
Let t satisfy 0 < t < 1. For i = 1,. . . ,s, define e,(x) = C;:i’crj%l Then 
there exists an 5 > 0 such that ]0,(x)] B t for all x in [ - TV, q]. We have the 
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expansion -log[l- e,(x)] = e,(x)+ $9,“(x)+ +0,“(x)+ - - -, so that the expan- 
sion 
1% s 
1 
IJr L1- ei(r)l 
=,~~ei(x)+fi~~e~(x)+5 i 47x)+ ... 
i=l 
isvalidforxE[-r,r],r=minr,,i=1,2 ,..., s. 
The right-hand side of (3.1) has the form U(x) = car& where pi > 0, i 
= 1,2,... . Consequently, 
and log A is nonnegative and singular, as asserted. 
Now, suppose A E n r;~. Then there exists a sequence {Ax} such that 
A,~l-+,K=l,2 ,..., and lim,,, A = A. By the Remark, log A = x 
lim x ~ Jog A, is nonnegative and singular. 
Conversely, assume that for A E 7”‘) we have log A is nonnegative and 
singular; i.e. logA=y,Z+p2Z2+ *** +~n_lZ”-l, with pi>/0 for i= 
n-l. Then A=lim A where for K = 1 2 we have A, = 
tii+, B, = [I -(l/K)l~~~]m-~~T,(~)n %I,-‘. There&r;, A E &;I,, and 
the proof is complete. ??
As a final comment, we note that Theorem 3.2 can be stated as follows: 
Let AET’. Then AE~~,~~,I if and only if there exists a nonnegative 
matrixBET,suchthatA=eB-‘. 
4. THE CLASS eP n %s 
Let P be the matrix 
0 
P=O ( 1 0 0 1, 1 0 0 I 
so that P3 = 1. Let us denote by (?,, the class of all circulant 3 X 3 matrices, i.e. 
the matrices of the form 
a,z + a,P + a2P2 (4.1) 
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where (Y,,, ai, os are real. We denote by C?f’ the subclass of C$ consisting of 
those matrices of the form (4.1) for which 
a0 + a1 + a2 = 1. (4.2) 
The following theorem is easily proved. 
THEOREM 4.1. The class eP is closed under addition, multiplication by 
real numbers, and matrix multiplication. Zf A E C$ is nonsingular, then A-l 
is in CP as well. 
The class 67:’ is closed under multiplication. Also, both classes eP and C?:’ 
are commutative. Every matrix in C?P has eigenvector (1, 1,l)r; the corre- 
sponding eigenvalue is CQ + (pi + CX~ if the matrix has the form (4.1). Let w 
= f + i&/2. Then every matrix in C?,, has as eigenvector (1, w, w2)r. The 
corresponding eigenvalue is cyO + w(~i + w2a2 if the matrix has the form (4.1). 
For A in the form (4.1), we shall denote by Z(A) the number (~a + (~rw + a1w2. 
THEOREM 4.2. A matrix A E C?$’ is uniquely determined by the (in 
general, complex) number Z(A). In particular, A E 622’ is an M-matrix if and 
only if Z(A) = I + iy satisfies 
x>l+Jyl& (4.3) 
If (r, +) are polar coordinates of the point Z(A) [i.e. Z(A) = rei*, I+1 < ~1, 
then (4.3) is equivalent to 
sini+ 
r ’ sin( &7r - I+[) 
if I$++ 
(4.4) 
T is undefined if 1$#+7r. 
Proof. If Z(A) = x + iy, then A of the form (4.1) is in C?$’ if and only if 
Z(A) = (~a + w(~r + w20 , a0 + a1 + a2 = 1. This means, however, that x = 1 
- ~(cx, + (Ye) and y =(&/2)(,x, - a,), from which 
ai=f(l-x)+~Y and a2=3(l-x)-ly. 
fi 6 
(4.5) 
An M-matrix being characterized by the inequalities (pi G 0, a2 G 0, then 
(4.3) follows from (4.5). Tbe rest is elementary. ??
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Before we investigate products of M-matrices in C?$‘, we shall prove a 
lemma. 
LEMEM 4.1. Lkt K be a posithe integer, let 8 be a real number satisfying 
lel K K(&r). Then 
w( 8, K) = K 
( 
logsiI+ -logsin( 677 - $e1) 
= kfl$ *$logshltv -logsin(~s -,OJ)); L 
~ei(+,i=l ,...) K, ; el=e . 
i-l 1 
For a fixed 8, (~$0, K)} is a decreusing sequence and 
(44 
(4.7) 
Proof. Observe first that the function p( 8) = - log sin( ir - 18 D is strictly 
convex in (- is, 4~). By Jensen’s inequality [4, pp. 84-851, 
+ 5 [logsi& -logsin(Qa -/e,l)] 2 logsi& -1ogsin &7r 
i=l ( +~:I)* 
Thus, the infimum in (4.6) is greater than or equal to ~(0, K). On the 
other hand, choosing @, = (l/K)8 for all i = 1,. . . , K, the infimum is less than 
or equal to ~(6, K), and (4.6) is proved. 
Again, by convexity of the function p(8), it follows that [(cc(&)- 
ru4wt43 - 41 is an increasing function of 8, for 8, E (l3,, &r) if 0 i 0, < &r. 
For 8, = 0 and 8, = lfIl/(K + l), 6, = \el/K, respectively, we obtain that 
w(*,, K +I) < w(*,, K) 
PA Ieel ’ 
k=l,2,.... 
Moreover, 
which for 6, = 0 yields (4.7). 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let K be a _ j&d positive integer. Then a matrix A in 6?$’ 
is a product of K M-m&rices in e$' if and only if the polar coordinates (r, 8) 
of the point Z(A) satisfy 
.r > e4s,w 2 (4.8) 
or 
(4.8’) 
A matrix A is in II,u., if and only if 
r > #Ifi. (4.9) 
Proof. I_&, first, A be a product of K M-matrices in (?$I; i.e. A = A,A, 
. ..A..Let(r,,8,)bepolarcoordinatesofthepointsZ(Ai),i=1,2,...,K.By 
(4.4), 
sin&r 
fi a sin&r -le,l) ’ 
i = 1,2 ,..., K. (4.10) 
Let (r, 6) be polar coordinates of Z(A), i.e. Z(A) = reie. Since Z(A) = 
IIf_ ,Z( A,), we have reie = 17~_I(r&ej). Hence 
K 
r= nr. 
j-1 I’ 
8 = t $+2mn, 
j-l 
where m is an integer and 18) < B. 
Consequently, (4.10) and (4.11) imply that 
(4.11) 
Sin&T 
r’ fi sin(&a -lI!Ijl) ’ 
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logr Z f [logsin&r -logsin(&r -lOjl)]. 
j=l 
By (4.6), log r > w(C~__,Bi’ K); if, however, XfrO, > r, then since ~(0) is 
increasing, we have 
-[ ~lej~K)>w~~~lej-2~~,K)~ etc., 
which implies log r 2 ~(0, K), and (4.8) follows. 
Conversely, let (4.8’) be satisfied. Then (ra, O,,), where r, = rl/x, 0, = 
(l/K)8 are the polar coordinates of a complex number 2, for which 
2, = Z(A,) with A, E 6?$’ n %,. Thus, A = At and the first assertion is 
proved. 
To prove the second assertion, assume that A E II,o, n e,rn3. Then, by the 
previous result, r > e w(e*K) for some K and hence (4.9) holds by (4.7). 
Conversely, let (4.9) be satisfied for a matrix A E k?F’. Then there exists, 
by (4.7), a positive integer K such that T > ew(‘, x). By the first part of the 
theorem, A is a product of K matrices in ($’ and thus A E L$u n 31L3, as 
asserted. M 
THEOREM 4.4. A matrix A E C?$’ is in new n 3R. , the closure of 
II,,l, n “n,, if and only if there exists a ~mutrix B ~‘(3~ which is a singular 
M-&&ix satisfying 
A=e*. (4.12) 
Proof. We shall need the folIowing characterization of singular M- 
matrices of (ZP. 
LEMMA 3.2. A matrix of the form (4.1) is a singular M-m&rix if and only 
ifa,+cu,+a, = 0 and the eigenvalzle Z(A) = re”, 101 G T, cmesponding to 
the eigenvectm (1, w, 1~‘)~ satisfies either r = 0 or 
181 din. (4.13) 
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Let now A E II,:, n 312a. If Z(A) = re @, 101 d r, then (4.9) is satisfied. 
Consequently, r = e lelcot * for 0 < 6 < in, where cot 8 > fi, which is equiva- 
lent to_ d c +r. Define further P by P = 18l/sin6. Consider the number 
B = geie_ Since 4 satisfies (4.13), there exists, by Lemma 4.2, a singular 
M-matrix B with eigenvalue B. Moreover, 
,B = e3cosB^ [cos(Psin8)+isin(Psin8)] 
= e~s~cote^(cos~~l+ isinlfll) 
= reil~l. 
Therefore, since B and A are real, A = eB. 
If now A E &W ,, S , there exists a sequence of matrices {AK} such that 
A=Iim K+mAK. ‘Let k(AK)= rKeieK, and Z(A)= reiB, so that T = 
hm KdmrK, 8=hm K _ ,_jK (evenkiahy the hmit Of a subsequence if lel= T7 ). 
Since rK satisfies (4.9) for each K, r > elelfi. 
The same argument as above, with 8 possibly equal to &r, shows again the 
existence of a singular M-matrix B E (‘.$ satisfying eB = A. If conversely 
A = e B for some singular M-matrix B E C$, then A = lim K ~ m A,, where 
m 
COROLLARY 4.5. A matrix A E 6?:’ is in nq,,;~ if and only if 
Z(A) = re”, 101 G V, r.uhere r G e-le@. 
THEOREM 4.6. Zf a0 satisfies $ - se - Irfi -C a0 < 3, the matrix A = LYJ 
+ i(l - CQ)( P + P2) is a finite product of inverses of M-matrices, with all 
factors in the claw k?,, (l). Zf a,, Q :, A is not a product of inverses of any 
M-matrices. 
Proof. The first part follows from Theorem 4.3. The second part is a 
consequence of Theorem 1.3. ??
5. THE CLASS ‘Z, n %, 
In this section we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix 
with a minimal (real) eigenvahie 1 to be a product of mutually commuting 
symmetric M-matrices. 
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Let C?# be a topologically closed class of real, mutually commuting sym- 
metric matrices which contains the identity and is closed under addition, 
matrix multiplication and multiplication by scalars. For a real n x n matrix A, 
let g(A) denote (if it exists) its minimal real eigenvalue and let 
9X:)= {A E 9R,&(A) = l}. 
Recall that a real n X n matrix A = ( ai .) is irreducible if for each pair of 
distinct indices 1 d i, j< n there exist m 4 ces i,, is,. . . ,i, such that the prod- 
ucts 
As usual, denote by Z”, n the set of all real n X n matrices with nonpositive 
off-diagonal entries, and for an n X n matrix A let p(A) denote its spectral 
radius. 
We are now able to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A E C?$ be irreducible. Then A E n, ,-, QU if and only 
if there exists a matrix B in (2, which is a singular M-matrix and satisfies 
e’=A. 
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Now,detAk>/lforahkimpliesdetA>l,sothat~j>O, j=b...,n.By 
(5.8), the sequences (#Ij’)}r_r converge, for each j= 1,. . . ,n, with 
lim B!k)=/3j=loga 
k-m ’ !’ 
., 
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converges for (xl< 1, and so for all such x, S(x) = -log(l- x). Consequently, 
the spectrum of (l/ k)C being contained in {x I(x) < l}, the matrix 
(5.2) 
is well defined and 
020. (5.3) 
Set 
B=(logk)Z-Q. (5.4) 
Clearly B is symmetric. Since e ‘oak-~(x) = k(1 - x) identically for 1x1~ 1, we 
have, by parallel reasoning to the above that for (l/k)C, 
eB=A. 
To prove the uniqueness, observe first that by (5.4) and (5.2) B commutes 
with each matrix which commutes with C. Therefore I3 commutes with each 
matrix which commutes with A. Suppose now that e Bl = A for some symmet- 
ric matrix B,. Since B,A = BleBl = eBIBl = AB,, 
BB, = B,B. (5.5) 
Because eB and eB1 are invertible and eB = eB1, it follows by (5.5) that 
The symmetric matrix B, - B has real eigenvalues, say yr,. . . ,y,,. We have 
then eY1 = 1, i = 1,. . . , n,whichimpliesyi=O,i=l,...,n,sothatB,--B=O. 
The uniqueness is thus proved. 
To prove the remaining assertions of the lemma, assume first that A is 
irreducible. Then there exists a positive eigenvector o such that 
Au = q( A)v. 
BY (5.1), 
cv = p(c)v, (5.6) 
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so that also 
g(A) = k -P(C). (5.7) 
Consequently, it follows from (5.4) that 
Bv=(logk)v-@=(logk)+-p)u 
= [(logk)+log(l-q)]o= [logq(A)]u 
by (5.7). Since BE P" by (5.3) and (5.4), it follows from Bu = [log q(A)] o 
that if q(A) > 1, then Bu I=- 0 and B is an M-matrix. If q(A) = 1, then Bv = 0 
and B is a singular M-matrix as asserted. 
Continuing with the proof of the lemma, assume now that A is reducible. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that A is a block diagonal matrix, 
A = diag{A,,...,A,}. 
As the matrices Aj are irreducible M-matrices, there exist matrices Bi, 
i = l,..., s, such that 
,+=A+ i = I,...,s. 
Consequently, the matrix 
D=diag{B,,...,B,) 
satisfies 
eD=A 
and coincides with the matrix B defined in (5.4). If q(A) > 1, we have 
q(A,)>lforalli=l,..., s. But then according to the irreducible case proved 
earlier, the matrices Bi are all M-matrices and thus B is an M-matrix. If, 
however, q(A) = 1, then q(Aj) = 1 for some j so that Bj is a singular 
M-matrix. It follows, all Bi being (singular or nonsingular) M-matrices, that B 
is a singular M-matrix as asserted. 
Finally, if A belongs to es,, then the same is true of C, Q, and B by (5.1), 
(5.2), and (5.4). The proof of the lemma is now complete. I 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Observe first that the commutativity of the 
elements in (2, implies that there exist common eigenvectors o(r), . . . , dn) for 
these elements. 
Assume now that an irreducible A belongs to If c ,, %mcs, say A = A r , . . . , A t, 
A.E~ f~%(‘) i=l,...,t. SinceA-’ is nonnegat&e Ad irreducible, there 
eiists i positi% vector o which corresponds to a simple eigenvalue of A- ‘. 
Consequently, o is (up to a factor) one of the vectors II(‘), say 0 = au(‘). The 
assumption q(A,)= 1, i = l,..., t, implies by the lemma that there exist 
singular M-matrices B,, . . . , II, E CZ?~ such that 
A, = eBi, i=l t. ,***, 
Consequently, 
where 
A zz A,A, . . . A, = ~BI+Bz+ ...+Bt = eB, 
B=B,+ *** +I$. 
However, B E 2” * and 
Bu = i Biu = 0, 
i-l 
and therefore B is a singular M-matrix in (?s. - 
Suppose now that A E II c, n sm, W, i.e. A = lim,,,A,, A, E It, ,,~w, By 
the result of the previous paragraph, for each k > 1 there exists ‘a s&Jar 
M-matrix B, E i$ such that 
A, = eBk. 
Let P1 (k) = 0, @’ ,...,pck) be th e er env ‘g al ues of B, corresponding to the 
common eigenvectors &, . . . , dn). Since e@‘, j= 1,. . . ,n, are then eigenval- 
ues of A,, we have that 
j=l , . . . ,n, (5.8) 
where ai are the eigenvalues of A. 
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Now,detA~~lfor~kimpliesdetA~1,sothat~~~~O,j=1,...,~.By 
(5.8), the sequences {/3@)>? r I = converge, for each j= 1,. . . , n, with 
lim @)=p*=1oga. 
k-rw I’ 
It follows that (Bk}T__l converges to a matrix, say B: 
lim B,=B. 
k-+m 
Consequently, B is a singular M-matrix and 
eB =A, 
as asserted. 
Conversely, let 
A=eB 
for some singular M-matrix B E es. Let fir = 0, &. , . , &, be the e&endues of 
B. Then A = lim,,,A,, where 
k=1,2,..., 
since the eigenvalues [l + (l/k)bj] k converge to eB1, j= 1,. . . ,n. However, 
AkEHICner,~~‘,SOthatAE~ 8 n e n %(I) as asserted. The proof is complete. ??s 
6. CONCLUSION AND COMMENTS 
Theorem 5.1 of the previous section leads us to conjecture the following: 
CONJECTURE. Let G be a topologically closed class of mutually commut- 
ing real matrices which contains the identity and is closed under addition, 
matrix multiplication, and multiplication by scalars. Suppose that A E $? is 
irreducible. Then A E II?., a~, if and only if there exists a matrix B E 6? 
which is a singular M-matrix and satisfies A = eB. 
It is interesting to note that a partial ordering can be introduced into 
III,, I. That this is so is illustrated by the following comments. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Let A E &,,,I. Then A = BD, where B E I13R,l, D is 
a positive diagonal matrix, and B is a product of elementary matrices of the 
type (1.2). 
Similarly, A = D,B,, where B, E II,,,, D, is a positive diagonal matrix, 
and B, is a product of elementary matrices of the type (1.2). 
Proof. This follows easily by noting the factorization in Theorem 1.2, 
part (3), and the fact that a positive diagonal similarity of an elementary 
matrix of the type (1.2) is again of the same type. 
DEFINITION. Let A, B E II,, I. We define A - B if and only if there is a 
positive diagonal matrix D such that A = BD. 
Clearly, - is an equivalence relation on II Xi I. 
Now, we can define a partial order on these equivalence classes as follows: 
if A, B E II,- 1, we write A 6 B if there exists a matrix C E IIx,l such that 
A=BC. ” 
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